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Abstract—This article discusses event monitoring options for
heterogeneous event sources as they are given in nowadays
heterogeneous distributed information systems. It follows the central
assumption, that a fully generic event monitoring solution cannot
provide complete support for event monitoring; instead, event source
specific semantics such as certain event types or support for certain
event monitoring techniques have to be taken into account.
Following from this, the core result of the work presented here is
the extension of a configurable event monitoring (Web) service for a
variety of event sources. A service approach allows us to trade
genericity for the exploitation of source specific characteristics. It
thus delivers results for the areas of SOA, Web services, CEP and
EDA.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE world is nowadays distributed and heterogeneous and
so are information systems that are often collections of
existing information sources. When integrating such a set of
existing information sources into a distributed information
systems’ architecture one has to deal with the technical (and
semantical) heterogeneity of such sources.
Such information systems are today frequently based on
Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) [4], [6], [20]. SOA
based information systems in turn often have to process events
arising from different sources within them. Thus this is also
particularly applicable to distributed services such as event
monitoring, which are useful in the context of Event Driven
Architectures (EDA, [21]) and Complex Event Processing
(CEP [5], [21]). Web services standards [6] deal with this
heterogeneity to some degree at a technical level. However,
the only provide a little support for event processing (e.g. WSNotification [22]). In particular they usually do not directly
take the (technical and semantical) heterogeneity of event
sources themselves into account.
Technical integration of heterogeneous sources is today
reasonably supported by Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)
systems (e.g. Apache ServiceMix), JBoss ESB etc., which
usually support Web services [6]. However, Web services
provide general support only and do not or take only quite
limited source specific semantics into account. Not only does
this apply to WS-* standards such as WS-Notification or WSBPEL, but also to work on Complex Event Processing (CEP)
systems [5] such as Esper [2]. For this reason, our objective is
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to enhance Web services by mechanisms that allow us to add
event source specific application semantics. Thus we provide
work in the area of Event Driven Architectures (EDA) [5]
combined with work for (Web) Service-Oriented
Architectures (SOA) [4].
Our key aim is to provide a particular flexibly configurable
event monitoring Web service, which accepts source
heterogeneity for a (Web) services environment. Flexibly
configurable means the ability to generate code templates at
compile time and to provide dynamic parameterization of
parts of the event monitoring Web service. Moreover, the
examination of options for several configuration options for
full Event–Condition–Action (ECA) rule processing, for
example options for parallel rule processing engines, are part
of our work.
To allow for precisely defined semantics, our event passing
follows as far as possible semantics, which were developed for
established EDA systems. In particular, we propose the
semantics from Active Database Management System
(ADBMS) style ECA rules [1]. Our monitoring (Web)
services extend earlier work on ECA rule based active
information delivery [13], [16], [18] in heterogeneous
information systems. This earlier work was limited in
flexibility as well as in performance and was developed for
CORBA [7] only. It details and extends work from [16] and
discusses even more event information sources.
The remainder of this article starts in the next section with a
discussion of related work. This is followed by the design and
concepts for our event monitoring services (Section III) and
followed implementation techniques (Section IV). Section V
draws a conclusion and looks at some future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Looking at work, which is related to the work presented
here, it is mainly found in the areas of (distributed) event
monitoring, Web services themselves, Active DBMSs,
distributed ECA rule processing, and workflow systems.
A. (Distributed) Event Monitoring
In (distributed) monitoring systems (see [10] and [11] for
overviews) event monitoring techniques are well understood.
Such systems can contribute general monitoring principles to
the work presented here. These systems mainly concentrate on
primitive (often pure) event sources, such as operating system
level signals. This is in contrast to the work here, which is
concerned with event sources that are typically found in
heterogeneous information systems.
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B. Active DBM
MS (ADBMS)
ADBMSs off
ffer several eleements for usse in our worrk (see
[1] and [8] forr overviews). Event monitooring techniquues in
DBMSs are partially useful, but conccentrate mosttly on
AD
m
monitoring AD
DBMS internaal events, annd tend to neglect
n
exxternal and heeterogeneous event sourcess. For the dessign of
interfaces to our monitoriing service, namely thosse for
nootifiable and monitored obbjects, we folllow similar design
paatterns [3].
DBMSs is theeir very well ddefined
A major conttribution of AD
annd proven sem
mantics for ddefinition and execution off ECA
ruules. This leadds to general cclassifications for parameteers and
opptions in ADB
BMS core funcctionality [1]. B
Building uponn these
prroven results, we capture ooptions that arre relevant to event
m
monitoring in oour general evvent model, esspecially event type,
evvent binding annd event processing semanttics. Howeverr, since
AD
DBMSs mosttly do not cooncentrate on heterogeneityy (and
distribution), ouur work extennds those donee for ADBMS
Ss and
EP/EDA into tthese directionns.
CE
C. Distributedd ECA Rule Prrocessing
There are (ffew) systems,, which combbine the worrlds of
m
monitoring andd ECA rule prrocessing togeether. Partiallyy they
evven take somee heterogeneitty and distribuution from reeal life
information systems into accoount.
RIMM [9] ffocuses on reeactive mechaanisms for daatabase
interoperability,, but only desscribes a simpple event andd ECA
I the ECA ruules of
ruule model withh very limitedd semantics. In
the NCL/NIIIP approach [12] only methhod event typpes are
suupported. Thiss takes no eveent source speecifics into acccount.
Thhe Amalgame project [15] aand the WHIPS/TSIMMIS pproject
[14] use ECA rules to suppport data inttegration andd view
materialization in a warehouusing environnment. To this end,
m
A rules, whicch monitor a single
they only needd simple ECA
soource and updaate derived innformation. Soome of the priimitive
evvent monitorinng techniquess of WHIPS//TSIMMIS seeem to
m
meet our needss. Both Amallgame and TS
SIMMIS take some
However, theyy have
soource specific semantics innto account. H
noot been develooped with any eye towards W
Web services.
D. Web Servicces
Nowadays Web servicces implemeentation plattforms
themselves givve a solid im
mplementationn basis to inttegrate
heeterogeneous process and information sources in geeneral.
Thhe lack how
wever, suppoort for sourrce specific event
m
monitoring. WS
S-* standards such as WS-N
Notification oor WSPEL and simillar rule techniiques are just rrelatively genneric in
BP
their approachess as mentionedd above.
E. Web Servicces
Workflow/BP
PM systems aare at a highher level thann ours.
Thhey could utiilize our worrk for the evvent monitoriing of
resources.
As a concllusion, what is missing in all the above
which does aaccepts
appproaches is a monitoringg service, w
heeterogeneity annd is designedd for a Web seervices environnment.
Thhere is no appproach, whichh combines configurable
c
W
WSDL
baased event ttype specificaation, monitooring interfacces, a
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classsification sccheme and algorithms for monitooring
heteerogeneous soources togethher with flexxible dynamically
paraameterized deefinition of evvent types. M
Moreover, therre is
onlyy a partially ddiscussion on techniques annd implementaation
aspeects. To overccome these deeficiencies, thee goal of our work
w
is to address this combinaation of asppects in flexxibly
configurable evennt monitoring Web services.
III. CONCEPPT: EVENT MO
ONITORING (W
WEB) SERVICESS
O
Our overall woork addresses the
t following problems:
Description (and
(
detectionn) of arbitraryy event types from
heterogeneouus event sources.

Proper utillization of source caategory speecific
implementatiion support foor the detectioon of events from
such sources.

An in depthh examination of the suppoortable degreee for
parameters from
fr
Active D
DBMS style E
ECA rules succh as
event occurreence notificattion time (afteer, before, insttead)
or event–grannularity (instaance/set–orientted).


Fig. 1 Monitored-Objects and Notifiablle-Objects

Thee main results of the work prresented here are as followss:
1) Developmentt of a WS
SDL–based, configurable and
extensible evvent type modeel for arbitraryy event sourcees.
2) Flexible evennt type descripptions using eeither direct coded
WSDL evennt types or W
WSDL as an event descripption
language, or a (simple) meeta-model (nam
me/value lists)).
L specificationn of the serrvice
3) Provision off the WSDL
interfaces, w
which each M
Monitored-Objeect in the syystem
has to be im
mplemented. Fiig. 1 illustratees the interplaay of
Monitored-O
Objects and Nootifiable-Objeccts.
4) Contribution and detailed explanation of a classificaation
scheme, whicch categorizess event sourcees by their speecific
implementatiion support for monitoring ((see Fig. 2).
5) Implementatiion techniquees for monitorring event souurces
from several categories aree examined.
me configuraability of evvent monitorrs is
6) Compile tim
achieved by generation off monitoring ttechnique speecific
code templattes.
CA rule param
meters
7) Discussion oof event semanntics from EC
that each of tthe monitoringg techniques iss able to suppoort.
T
To illustrate the work providded here, first oour event sourrce
classsification scheeme in Fig. 2 is described hhere.
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Figg. 2 Classificatioon: Monitoring Support

Heterogeneouus information sources difffer dramaticaally in
their functionall capabilities.. To study annd provide vvarious
s
for event detectioon in such soources,
enncapsulation strategies
wee categorize the sources w
with regard tto their suppoort for
evvent detection. Clearly, the more supportt a source proovides,
the simpler is the construcction of a corresponding event
monitoring cappsule, which wraps
w
or encapsulates the event
m
soource in the forrm of a Web sservice.
From left to rright Fig. 2 staarts in generall with event soources.
W
With respect to their moniitoring capabiilities such sources
m
might be sub-classified into aactive and passsive event souurces.
Active Event Sources suppport at least ssome (active) event
deetection or eveent notificationn mechanism.

Pure Eventt Sources havee no notion of triggers or ssimilar
event detecction mechannisms. They are purely abble to
notify abouut their eventss, but there iss no source sppecific
specialized detection mecchanism.

CA-Rules Souurces have (at least) some
Trigger/EC
mechanism
m to specify whhich events shhall be detecteed (and
possibly hoow and whenn). They migght be furtherr subdivided as follows:
f
 Call-back SSources are thhe most versatiile since they hhave a
notion of event
e
that has some externaal effect. Typpically,
they allow
w an interesteed party outsside the sourrce to
register forr an event annd then go too sleep, only to be
woken up bby a call from the source aftter it detected one of
the party's events. Examples are DB
t
BMSs with trigger
ms which allow
w as part of thee associated acction a
mechanism
call to the ooutside.
Action Sourcees resemble call-back sources
 Internal A
insofar as they are stiill capable of detecting eevents.
However, tthe events aree entirely interrnal so that poossible
reactions reemain hidden tto the outside and just maniipulate
their own ddatabase. In orrder to qualifyy as an event source
these systeems must provvide explicit means to makke the
events visibble, e.g., by storing the evvents, or the entire
trigger instaance, in an intternal data struucture, which might
be queried from outside tthe source.
 Delta Activvity Sources have the abiility to perioddically
send deltas of the net efffect of updates since the previous
transmissioon.
Passive Evennt Sources: Alll sources thatt provide no iinsight
whhatsoever intto their innerr dynamics aare termed ppassive
soources. Still mechanisms for event detection caan be
deeveloped.

No Supportt: There are soources, whichh provide no suupport
for event ddetection at alll by themselvves. However, still a
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capsule or wrapper
w
mightt be developeed to access such
sources as seervices. Wheneever then a serrvice call to suuch a
source happeens, this call could be deteected as a serrvice
call event at tthe level of thhe event sourcee capsule.
Polling Supp
pport: Severaal sources hhave mechaniisms,
which allow
w to poll theem for new information,, for
example, by examining a sources’ log entry informaation.
They can be further divideed as follows:
Queryable SSources are ddata sources which suppoort a
query interfaace. Interestingg data items ccan periodicallly be
polled (queried) and com
mpared in ordder to detect state
changes.
Protocolled Sources
S
recordd their actionss in log files which
w
can be anallyzed to deteect events. Exxamples are mail
systems or thhe log files avaailable with alll DBMSs.
Snapshot Souurces provide their data in bulk, i.e., witthout
any selectivee capabilities, thus compariisons must alsso be
done in bulk.. Traditional fi
files are a typiccal as an exam
mple.
IV. EVENT MONITTORING TECHN
NIQUES

c
of tthree
Inn [16] we ddiscussed implementation concepts
typees of event ssources, in paarticular: “Evvent Sources with
Trigggers and C
Callbacks”, “Event Sources with Inteernal
Trigggers and Pollling”, and “Prrotocolled Eveent Sources”. As a
partticular compleex example w
we slightly exteend the discusssion
of ““Event Sourcees with Triggeers and Callbaacks” as an acctive
evennt source heree. Moreover w
we discuss tw
wo additional ttypes
of sources, nam
mely “Queryaable Sources”” and “Snappshot
Souurces” below.
A
A. Event Sourcces w. Triggerrs and Callbaccks
L
Let us supposee an event sourrce, which suppports triggerss and
callbbacks (here ann Oracle relatiional DBMS, see Fig. 3). Orracle
alloows the comm
munication w
with Oracle ssessions usingg so
called pipes. A pipe
p
is a data structure, intoo which messsages
FIFO
mayy be placed annd from wheree they may be retrieved in F
ordeer. For retrievval, a recipientt process regissters with the ppipe.
Thee recipient thenn reads one m
message from tthe pipe, proceesses
it, and
a
reads thee next messaage. If the piipe is empty,, the
reciipient will bllock. It becoomes unblockked, after a new
messsage has beenn placed in thee pipe. Note thhat a messagee in a
pipee becomes im
mmediately visible independdently of the status
of thhe transactionn that placed it there.
N
Now suppose that an event type is definned for the souurce,
say update of a tuuple in some rrelation. The w
wrapper declaares a
corrresponding triigger which, when fired, places a messsage
withh all relevant information
i
innto the pipe. T
The wrapper thhread
thenn acts as the recipient, and hands thhe event – with
negligible overheead – over to an appropriatte receiver serrvice
(thee Notifiable-Object from aboove).
T
The callback mechanism has the advvantage of eevent
deteection withouut delay andd incurs neggligible overrhead
becaause no queery processingg is needed as in the oother
mecchanisms discuussed below. A
An issue howeever, is the lacck of
stanndardization ffor the callbaack mechanissm and, thuss, its
limiited availabilitty.
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partticular care aand will depeend on the aapplication’s time
constants and toleerance for lossses.

Fig. 4 Monitoring: Q
Queryable passivve sources
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Fig.. 3 Monitoring: Triggers and C
Callbacks

B. Queryable Passive Sourrces
Now let us hhave a look att passive inforrmation respecctively
“eevent” sourcess. A passive ssource does nnot have a nottion of
evvents and, thuus, does not offer triggerrs or similar event
deetection mechaanisms by itself. An event monitor for such
s
a
soource must now
w somehow siimulate the efffects of triggerrs.
We will assuume for this caase, that we hhave a source that at
leaast supports some kind of queries (seee our classifiication
sccheme from abbove). Such a source could be a DBMS, which
dooes not suppoort triggers, but
b at least qqueries, e.g. ssmaller
relational DBM
MS without trigggers or other kinds of DBM
MS, for
L DBMS [19] without trigggers.
exxample NoSQL
The simulatioon to monitorr such sourcess for events coonsists
in polling (in thhe relational D
DBMS case) the table of innterest
annd comparing its current statte with some eearlier state inn order
to detect changees that can be related to a deefined event.
In a relationaal DBMS polling can againn be based onn SQL
quueries. Likewiise NoSQL D
DBMSs’ geneerally provide some
quuery mechanissm as well, whhich could be uutilized here.
Given a deffined event ttype, a suitabble query muust be
coonstructed. Thhe only evennt types possiible are thosse that
reflect – in the RDBMS casse – tuple inseertions, deletioons or
wise CUD opeerations in NooSQL DBMSss’. The
uppdates or likew
quuery is invokeed at each polll and its resultt compared with the
result of an earllier query. Thhe comparisonns are based onn keys
(oor identifying ids in the ggeneral case)). For exampple, an
IN
NSERT event is recognizedd if tuples are detected withh keys
that did not exisst in the databbase at the prior poll. A DE
ELETE
evvent is recoggnized if a key has disappeared beetween
suuccessive pollss. An UPDAT
TE event occuurred if tupless exist
wiith identical keys but differeent values in thhe remainder.
Unfortunatelyy this soluttion causes much more time
ovverhead – com
mpared to mostt active sourcees. This is duee to the
mu
much larger relations thhat must noow be exam
mined.
Coonsequently, iit does not seeem to scale weell either in daatabase
sizze or number of data sourcees. However, it is still betteer than
noot being able too monitor such sources at alll.
Also, events may now be lost, since poolling only obbserves
the net effect off events that ooccurred durinng a polling innterval.
u
Foor example, ann update mayy be the result of either an update
evvent or a delettion event folllowed by an insertion evennt. An
insertion event followed by a deletion evennt on the samee tuple
may not leave aany trace. Thee choice of poolling interval needs
m
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C
C. Passive Snappshot Sourcess
E
Encapsulation of passive snnapshot sourcees follows sim
milar
concepts to the enncapsulation of
o queryable ppassive sourcess (cf.
minatory querrying
Fig.. 5). However, this time nott even a discrim
faciility is provideed, so that a structure
s
suchh as a file musst be
insppected and com
mpared to an oolder state in bbulk.
C
Consequently, event detectiion in such sources involvves a
quitte significant time overheead that lim
mits scalabilityy. A
typiical technicall implementaation example would be the
periiodic poll of a file with a staate A, that is compared
c
to a later
statee B of the fille. Technical, for example,, utilizing thee diff
utiliity is a possibble option heree. Again, as w
with the UPDA
ATE
casee in queryable passive soources, eventss might get lost.
How
wever, frequenntly bulk compparisons are juust “the optionn” to
deteect events in suuch types of sources at all.

Fig. 5 M
Monitoring: Passsive Snapshot Sources

V. CONC
CLUSION
T
This article presented
p
the conceptual design for eevent
monnitoring Web services for particular hetterogeneous eevent
sourrces. It extendds and refiness earlier workk in this area [13],
[16]], [18] by incoorporating thee concept of M
Monitored-Obj
bjects
andd Notifiable-O
Objects. Moreoover, it explaiins and detailss the
classsification schheme for heterogeneous eevent sources and
exam
mined additional implem
mentation concepts for fuurther
evennt sources.
Inn our current and future w
work we are exploring, how
w the
developed conceepts might bee transferred and implemeented
ments [17]. Cloud
C
withhin nowadayss cloud compuuting environm
com
mputing envirronments aree heterogeneeous almost “by
natuure” and seem
m to be as suchh a good extennsion space foor the
pressented work.
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